Soil Moisture Outweighs Climatic Factors in Critical Periods for Rainfed Cereal Yields: An Analysis in Spain
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Abstract: Cereals are keystone crops for achieving food security and socioeconomic equilibrium, but rainfed cropland is highly sensitive to environmental anomalies that impact yields. The impact of soil moisture on cereal yield is particularly overlooked. This study evaluates the impact of root-zone soil moisture on yield compared to nine common climatic variables: maximum and minimum temperature, diurnal temperature range, growing degree days, accumulated rainfall, radiation, photothermal quotient, relative humidity of the air, and vapor pressure deficit. This study used the climatic database E-OBSv23 and the soil moisture databases ERA5-Land and LISFLOOD, focused on wheat and barley over the main cereal areas of Spain. Correlation analysis between annual yield and daily soil moisture and climatic data provided indicated the prevalence and concurrence of the impact factors on phenological stages of the Zadoks scale. Critical periods of impact on wheat and barley yields primarily concentrate during the growth and reproductive phases of spring. Soil moisture exceeds all other factors in magnitude and duration of influence, and our results suggest a complex interplay of factors during the critical spring period. This study highlights the preeminent role of soil moisture over climatic factors on the variability of rainfed cereal yields in water-limited areas.
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1. Introduction

Cereals, as core crops that feed the world, play a fundamental part in food security [1]. Cereals are predominantly cultivated in rainfed agricultural areas comprising three-quarters of global cropland [2]. The evaluation of the variability of rainfed cereal yields due to natural hazards such as drought has been a permanent source of concern across the globe [3], but the worrisome forecasts of the impact of climate change on yields recommend intensifying their assessment [4,5]. Within the natural variability of the climate, climatic anomalies triggering droughts are particularly harmful to crops [6], especially in water-limited regions such as the Mediterranean, which are prone to recurrent droughts [7].

Water-limited environments are very exposed to fast-developing droughts [8]. These particularly impactful hazards to rainfed crops exemplify the need to evaluate short-term anomalies (below the monthly scale) of climatic variables beyond rainfall, such as temperature or radiation [9]. Hot, dry, or windy events, regardless of their eventual effect on drought evolution, often notably impact the development of crops, with negative consequences for yields. Multiple studies, both from the physiological and agricultural scope, have extensively used climatic variables to evaluate the climate impact on crop yields [10–13]. In some cases, authors support the use of variables integrating compound effects of climatic influence on plants such as the diurnal temperature range (DTR) [14] or the vapor pressure deficit (VPD) [15] while calculating growing degree days (GDD) [16] and the photothermal quotient (PTQ) [17] assist our understanding of crops’ developmental
dependencies. However, very few studies have additionally considered soil moisture [18], particularly in studies of agricultural scope at regional or national scales [19,20]. The traditional focus on the impact of climatic variables on crop yield has largely overlooked the relevant role of soil moisture.

Due to the increasing availability of soil moisture data from remote-sensing missions, such as SMOS and SMAP [21,22], and modeled soil moisture products, such as LISFLOOD [23], distributed near-real-time monitoring of soil moisture is possible [24]. Multiple applications of these soil moisture datasets together with reanalysis products partly built on them have been explored not only for global validation and modeling of the hydrological cycle but also for determining the relevance of soil moisture in the monitoring of agriculture and forests [24,25]. Indeed, soil moisture data are of special value to evaluating vegetation status, as demonstrated by their inclusion in the European Drought Indicator [26]. However, among the studies focusing on the evaluation of crops, few have assessed soil moisture together with other factors [26–28], especially at temporal scales below a month [29] that would be suitable for the identification of critical periods of impact for the development of crops. Therefore, the influence of soil moisture on the cycle of crops and natural vegetation remains largely unexplored.

Similarly to soil moisture, but more often, multiple climatic databases have become available in recent years, enabling the analysis of the climatic impact on agriculture. Many studies have taken advantage of climatic databases to improve our understanding of the impact of climatic factors on crop yield exposed to climate variability and climate change [12,30–32]. However, descriptions of the impact of climatic variables on the cycle of crops are predominantly the focus of crop physiological studies [6,10,33], primarily focused on finding traits to improve crop resilience to abiotic stresses [34]. Studies analyzing the impact of soil moisture on the stages of the crop cycle have also underlined its physiological relevance [35]. Such process-based studies have defined the basis of plant dependencies on environmental factors but have a difficult application to crop monitoring considering the limited representation of controlled conditions beyond the laboratory or the plot scale. Nonetheless, remote-sensing development has successfully integrated some principles of physiological observations into plant monitoring at a large scale, such as monitoring plants using reflectance, surface temperature, and fluorescence [36]. Soil moisture is increasingly remotely sensed [21,22], and has potential for natural vegetation and crop monitoring at a large scale, transcending the barrier of applying current knowledge about soil moisture impact on crops.

This study aims to evaluate the relationship between daily soil moisture and climatic variables with the annual yields of cereals. Anticipating the potential of this type of analysis for yield monitoring, the scale of interest of the study is at a regional-to-national scale. Castilla y León (CYL) and Castilla-La Mancha (CLM) regions of Spain, due to their area (Figure 1) and production levels [37], fulfill this requirement. This study uses climatic data from the observational database E-OBSv23 [38] to evaluate nine energy- and water-related variables of potential relevance to the phenological cycle of cereals: maximum and minimum temperature, diurnal temperature range, growing degree days, radiation and photothermal quotient as energy-related variables; and accumulated rainfall, relative humidity of the air and vapor pressure deficit as water-related variables. The study assumes that the depth of plant water uptake varies during the growing season [39], and subsequently refers to the root-zone soil moisture at any time soil moisture is mentioned. The (root zone) soil moisture data are obtained from both the reanalysis database ERA5-Land [40] and the database from the distributed hydrological model LISFLOOD [23]. The Yearbook of Statistics of the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture [41] provides the annual wheat and barley yields at province and regional scales. The results provide daily time series of the R correlation coefficient and p-values between soil moisture, climatic variables, and annual cereal yields for the period 1981–2018. The analysis evaluates the environmental dependencies of crops from a phenological perspective, in reference to the phenological
stages of the Zadoks [42] scale, to determine the critical period of impact of each factor and to define the relevant crop stages for yield monitoring.

Figure 1. (a) Location of the study areas in the Castilla y León (CYL) and Castilla-La Mancha (CLM) regions (© ESRI satellite online maps, World Imagery, 2022). (b) Mask of rainfed agriculture (highlighted yellow areas) in CYL (red) and CLM (pink) based on reports of the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture and the Digital Global Map of Irrigation Areas from FAO (© ESRI satellite online maps, World Imagery, 2022). Initials indicate the province of the areas selected by the mask of rainfed agricultural districts. (c) Altitudinal map of the National Geographical Institute of Spain (IGN-CNIG over © ESRI physical online maps, World Imagery, 2022). (d) Köppen–Geiger climatic classification Ref. [43] over the study areas. Latitude and longitude in the WGS84 coordinate reference system (from data of Beck et al. (2018)).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area comprises the Spanish regions of CYL and CLM, with areas of 94,226 km$^2$ and 79,463 km$^2$, respectively (Figure 1a). Surrounded by mountains (Figure 1c), CYL is isolated from Atlantic influence, which configures a temperate climate of dry summer of Köppen–Geiger classifications from Csb and Csa to the cold-steppe BSk climate of the center of the region [43] (Figure 1d). CLM has a lower average altitude and is more open to Atlantic and Mediterranean influences (Figure 1c), but is generally drier than the CYL region (Figure 1d). Rainfed cropland comprises 84% and 83% of the total cultivated area of CYL and CLM, respectively [44], primarily dominated by cereals. The dominance of rainfed cropland in both basins can be easily noticed in the visible RGB composition in Figure 1a,b. The mask applied in the study to select rainfed cereal areas (Figure 1b) is based on crop statistics from the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture [42]. The mask reaches 43% and 47% of the area of CYL and CLM. The combination of semiarid climatic conditions (Figure 1d) and limitations due to soil characteristics, such as the shallow soil depth, coarse texture, or low organic matter content [45,46], determines the high impact of climatic variability on rainfed cereal yields. Despite these natural constraints, CYL and CLM represent the breadbaskets of Spain and important contributors to European cereal production, averaging 2.6 and
0.6 Mt of winter wheat and 2.85 and 2.39 Mt of barley production, respectively, in the period 2013–2021 [37].

2.2. Climatic Data: E-OBSv23

The E-OBS database is part of the European Climate and Assessment Dataset of the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) [38]. E-OBS data originate from the European daily climatic database of temperature and precipitation, which interpolates the series of observations from the stations of the national weather services. The dataset used, version 23.1, is gridded at 0.1° × 0.1° from 1 January 1950 to 31 December 2020. The database provides a series of daily data for five variables used in the present study: maximum temperature (Tmax), minimum temperature (Tmin), accumulated precipitation (RR), relative humidity (RH), and global radiation (RAD). Additionally, these five variables combine to define four other variables of agronomic interest: growing degree days (GDD), diurnal temperature range (DTR), photothermal quotient (PTQ), and vapor pressure deficit (VPD). The diurnal temperature range (DTR) was calculated by simply subtracting the accumulated values or subtracting the minimum from the maximum temperatures of each day. The GDD at a certain point of time \( t \) (Equation (1)) was calculated based on the accumulation of GDD when the mean temperature \( (T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}})/2 \) exceeds that of the reference base temperature \( T_{\text{base}} \). Following the indications of [47] about the variable base temperature with the phenological stage and the comparatively higher temperature base of Mediterranean wheat compared to North American wheat, the adopted \( T_{\text{base}} \) is 4.5 °C.

\[
GDD_t = \sum_{t=1}^{t} \frac{T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}}{2} - T_{\text{base}}
\]

PTQ was obtained following the methodology of [48] expressed in (Equation (2)), where \( T \) is the daily mean temperature calculated with \( [(T_{\text{max}} + T_{\text{min}})/2] \), RAD is the daily global radiation, and PTQ is expressed as \( \text{MJ m}^{-2} \text{ day}^{-1} \text{ °C}^{-1} \).

\[
\text{if } T > 10, \text{PTQday}^{-1} = \frac{\text{RAD}}{(T - 4.5)}; \quad \text{if } 4.5 < T \leq 10, \text{PTQday}^{-1} = \frac{\text{RAD}[(T - 4.5)/5.5]/5.5}; \quad \text{if } T \leq 4.5, \text{PTQday}^{-1} = 0; \quad (2)
\]

The VPD (kPa) is the difference between saturated vapor pressure \( (e_s) \) and actual vapor pressure \( (e_a) \) (Equation (3)), using daily Tmax and Tmin and daily maximum and minimum RH (Equations (4) and (5)). VPD is obtained in this case using the mean RH instead of the extremes, according to Equation (6) of [49]:

\[
\text{VPD} = e_s - e_a, \quad (3)
\]

\[
e_s = \frac{e^0(\text{max}) + e^0(\text{Tmin})}{2}, \quad (4)
\]

\[
e^0(T_i) = 0.6108 \exp\left(\frac{17.27T_i}{T_i + 237.3}\right), \quad (5)
\]

\[
e_a = \frac{\text{RH}_{\text{mean}}}{100} \left(\frac{e^0(\text{Tmax}) + e^0(\text{Tmin})}{2}\right), \quad (6)
\]

2.3. Soil Moisture Data

2.3.1. ERA5-Land

ERA5-Land [40] updates the ERA-Interim reanalysis climatic database provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). This fifth generation of reanalysis datasets of the ECMWF combines physical modeling data of the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) with the assimilation of observational data to generate a dataset of
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multiple variables of the land–atmospheric system, including soil moisture. The available period of hourly data spans from 1981 to a few months before the present. The hourly soil moisture dataset of ERA5-Land has a spatial resolution of $0.1^\circ \times 0.1^\circ$. The daily soil moisture data were calculated by averaging values at 12 a.m. and 12 p.m., covering a study period from 1981 to 2018. Soil moisture data were provided via the use of the pointwise simplified extended Kalman filter (SEKF) of [50] in four layers of topsoil. The upper three layers cover the 0–100 cm depth of the root-zone soil moisture used in the present study.

2.3.2. LISFLOOD Model

The distributed hydrological rainfall–runoff model LISFLOOD developed by the Joint Research Center (JCR) of the European Commission to monitor trans-national river catchments [23] provides soil moisture estimates every six hours, averaged at 12 a.m. and 12 p.m., with a spatial resolution of 5 km $\times$ 5 km from 1991 to the present. The partially physically based model was developed to study floods, evaluate river regulation and water efficiency measures, and assess the impact of land-use changes and climate change. LISFLOOD feeds on daily meteorological observations across Europe obtained by processing JCR data with the processing tools of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The model estimates soil moisture in three layers, but only the average of the first two layers was used (0–100 cm). This soil moisture database has been used in many applications [51,52], including in the definition of drought indices such as the Combined Drought Indicator of the European Drought Observatory [26].

2.4. Wheat and Barley Crop Data: Yield, Characterization of Agricultural Districts and Phenology

2.4.1. Statistics and Characterization of Agricultural Districts

The dataset of agricultural yields from the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture is provided in the Annual Yearbook of Statistics [41], whose data are available for the 1904–2019 period. The series of the yearbook used in this study were the provincial-scale data of wheat and barley yields from 1978 to 2018 for CYL and CLM. Cereal yield data were previously detrended using a method proposed by [53]. The method eliminates the increasing crop performance due to technical factors such as new management practices and technologies, while filtering the effect of non-climatic variables.

The Ministry of Agriculture additionally provides statistics characterizing the agricultural districts of each province according to their proportion of rainfed and irrigated cropland. These statistics detail the areas where wheat and barley crops prevail over other crops. A mask of rainfed wheat and barley districts from the agricultural characterization of the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture (Figure 1b) was applied to the soil moisture and climatic variable databases to subset all variable data over only the areas of rainfed cropland. Rainfed wheat and barley districts were selected if they surpassed two of the three thresholds of 25% of barley and wheat rainfed cropland in respect to rainfed cropland, 15% percentage of wheat and barley cropland share in total cropland, and the threshold of cropland over total district area of 35%.

Additionally, a filter of irrigated areas of both regions was applied to the mask described above using the Digital Global Map of Irrigation Areas from the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) [54]. This map with a spatial resolution of 5 arc min was resampled into the ERA5-Land and LISFLOOD grids and obtained for the areas with over 15% irrigated land. Then, the irrigation areas were subtracted from the mask of rainfed wheat and barley districts described earlier.

2.4.2. Phenological Phases

The sowing and harvesting dates of wheat and barley crops for each province and region were established using information extracted from the sowing, harvesting, and marketing calendar [55]. Only semihard and soft winter wheat and malting barley (two-row) data were considered because they are the predominant varieties in the study area. The document specified percentages of completion of sowing and harvesting during certain
months of the year (Figure 2). These dates were selected using the month with the highest percentage of each activity. If the selected month initiated the active period for that activity with a percentage of completion above 50%, the starting time of the action was moved to the middle of the month to keep its representativity to the actual development of sowing and harvesting activities (e.g., if sowing of wheat was predominantly conducted in October, as the first month of the activity, then 15 October was a more representative date of the percentage of activity achieved during the month than 1 October).

Figure 2. Weekly calendar of the growing season indicating the estimated starting dates (red for wheat, blue for barley) of the major phenological stages in the CYL and CLM regions. The average sowing and harvest dates of each region are based on the sowing, harvesting, and marketing calendar of MAPA Ref. [55]. The dates of intermediate phenological stages are estimated on the crop guide of FAO. Sowing and harvesting dates are displayed as graduated grays, depending on the % of completion of these activities conducted in the month.

The start of the intermediate phenological stages was determined based on the guideline for computing water requirements developed by FAO [56], which considers four main stages of crop development: sowing, seedling growth, stem elongation and grain filling. The starting dates of these main stages (Figure 2 and Figures 4–7) are labeled with the Zadoks phase initiating the stage (e.g., “Z7: grain filling phase” refers to all secondary phenological phases from grain filling to harvest comprising from soft dough formation to maturation). The duration of each stage of wheat was defined based on the sowing period (winter) and climatic region (Mediterranean). Barley growth stages were defined based on
a sowing date of November. Afterwards, the duration of each phase was homogeneously adjusted to the sowing and harvest dates of the areas of study. Finally, the Zadoks decimal scale [42], which describes only the external morphological stages of the crop, was used to identify the phase of the crop at each growth stage. As a result, five dates were obtained (for each crop and region), associated with the following crop phases: sowing (abbreviated in figures as S), seedling growth (Z1), stem elongation (Z3), milk development of grain filling (Z7), and harvest (H). The dates of the main phenological stages of wheat and barley for CYL and CLM are indicated in Figure 2.

2.5. Methods

2.5.1. Moving Average Filtering Data

Soil moisture and climatic variables are subjected to substantial daily variability that transmits to correlation results, penalizing its interpretation. The focus of this study on determining the mean annual cycles of correlations of soil moisture and climatic variables with cereal yield required applying a filter to smooth the patterns of correlation and facilitate the identification of critical periods, whose durations are comparable to that of phenophases. The use of a 30-day moving average proved to be the best option to distinguish significant periods of correlation [25]. This filter provides enough continuity of the positive and negative correlation periods without a noticeable impact on correlations. All results shown are based on the 30-day moving average of the daily correlations between soil moisture/climatic variables and yields.

2.5.2. Correlation Analysis

The daily soil moisture (SM in Figures) and climatic variables from 1981 to 2018 were correlated with the annual wheat and barley yields (Pearson correlation analysis) to obtain daily correlations during the growing season from 1 September to 31 July. The diagram in Figure 3 describes the workflow of the study. It adopts a provincial scale for the analysis. Pearson correlation analysis was used to characterize the magnitude, timing, and duration of the correlation between the values of each climatic variable on each day of the growing season (values spanning from 1981 to 2018) and the annual yield. The significance of correlations was identified with \( p \) values at a 95% confidence level.

Figure 3. Workflow of the study depicts the tasks conducted to select data, process the temporal correlations, and identify the impact of each variable on the evolution of wheat and barley during the growing season.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Soil Moisture Influence on Wheat and Barley Yields

In both the CYL and CLM regions (Figure 4), the correlations of soil moisture with annual yield show a clear and significant pattern (p-value \( \leq 0.05 \)) of R values above 0.5, peaking over 0.8, generally from late March to late June, during the phenological stages of stem elongation, spikelet formation, and grain filling. These results indicate the high demand and sensitivity of cereal crops to soil moisture during the spring months. Although no studies focused on soil moisture influence on yield are available in the area, studies have reported that the region is prone to drought during the late stages of the crop cycle \([57,58]\), affecting crucial vegetative and reproductive stages. Additionally, springtime is susceptible to even greater drought prevalence \([52]\), complicating rainfed agricultural viability in the area. Hence, the period of high correlations between soil moisture and yield from Z3 to harvest (Figure 4) likely affects the quick succession of physiological stages in which the organ growing the most is the most affected by stress (e.g., spikelets, and grains) \([18]\).

Figure 4. Daily correlations (line plots indicating the Pearson coefficient values) and periods of significance (colored line segments) of soil moisture data from ERA5-Land (a1–a4) and LISFLOOD (b1–b4) with the annual yield of barley (a1,a3,b1,b3) and wheat (a2,a4,b2,b4) during the growing season in the provinces of CYL (a1,a2,b1,b2) and CLM (a3,a4,b3,b4). The differentiated evolution of the lines along the year secondarily illustrates the spread of correlations among provinces. Shape symbols overlapping the lines label the line of each province. Months are indicated on the primary x-axis and Zadok’s stages over the vertical lines from the secondary x-axis.
Both wheat and barley correlation peaks occur approximately around the anthesis stage (Figure 4) in the transition between stem elongation and grain-filling stages. Barley shows a relative concentration of high R values from the start of Stage Z7 onward, during the grain-filling phase, while the peak of R values of wheat occurs slightly earlier, indicating more impact during the booting and anthesis phases before Z7 (Figure 4(a2,a4,b2,b4) vs. Figure 4(a1,a3,b1,b3). These results are consistent with studies reporting that most crops are more sensitive to drought during reproductive than in vegetative phases. Conversely, the timing and values of correlation of the peaks of wheat and barley are primarily identical.

The delay of the peak of correlation of barley compared to the case of wheat, while barley phenology is earlier than wheat, may suggest that precocity favors greater barley yields than wheat yields [59]. In this and related studies, authors indicated that early leaf area development under water stress reduces soil evaporation and benefits water use efficiency. The relatively delayed peak of barley in CLM compared to CYL may indicate that the early varieties used in this region suffer less shortening of the grain-filling period due to water stress in this crucial stage for grain weight (dough formation) [60]. Peaks occurring toward the last part of grain filling are consistent with studies indicating that the grain-filling phase is crucial in Mediterranean regions [17]. Furthermore, the long period of declining soil moisture having an influence on yield, extending until harvest, may indicate that plants in water-limited regions take advantage of deep soil moisture, which even at late phenophases, contributes to grain yield [39]. The results display significant correlations, increasing toward the peak before Z7. This is the time during the preanthesis when stem elongation, booting, and heading occur. Among these three, the heading period impacts yield the most due to its effect on the number of grains per ear or the number of spikelets per spike [33]. More than for the stem-elongation period, significant correlation values are still shown for the booting phase. These results suggest that the studied areas suffer less stress during the stem-elongation period, in line with studies indicating the low sensitivity of this stage compared to tillering when moisture stress causes a decline in the number of spikes per plant [18].

A secondary period of significance of correlations spans between the Z1 and Z3 stages of crop initiation during January, in a few provinces in both regions. Nonetheless, R, in this case, barely surpasses 0.4. This secondary correlation period affects wheat slightly more than barley (Figure 4(a1,a3,b1,b3) vs. Figure 4(a2,a4,b2,b4)). These results may suggest a decline in yield in the provinces affected during tillering due to the delayed development and lower yield of secondary tillers [61]. Secondary periods of the impact of water deficit on yield were also reported in Spain [58], both during winter and autumn. In a few provinces in both regions, secondary correlations extend to autumn, around land preparation and sowing time, especially given ERA5-Land results (Figure 4(a1–a4)). Correlation values remain low, like those during wintertime. These results agree with studies reporting the importance of water-related variables for the establishment period of the crop, such as [14], which showed a precipitation deficit affecting wheat growth during S, followed by DTR. Nonetheless, the magnitude and timing of the periods of significant correlations using LISFLOOD and ERA5-Land are very similar (Figure 4) during the critical development stages of rapid vegetative growth and reproduction from Z3 to harvest, but not during secondary periods. The concurrence of both data sources regarding high correlations during spring highlights the relevance of this period, which affects all provinces, compared to the minor role of secondary periods affecting only a few provinces.

Concerning geographic differences, the results of rainfed wheat and barley in CLM, representing almost the southern edge of rainfed cereals in Europe, have identical soil moisture critical periods compared to CYL. Although the latitudinal difference between CYL and CLM suggests the possible existence of differentiated patterns of the impact of soil moisture on yield, hardly any difference in the duration of the critical periods is identified between both regions.
3.2. Periods of Impact of Climatic Variables on Wheat and Barley Yields

The results of the correlation of the different climatic variables with annual yield differ in magnitude, timing, duration, and sign of the significant period of correlation. Several climatic variables show multiple periods of correlation throughout the year, but while there are differences in these secondary periods of correlations, all of them concur on having the most significant period in spring alongside soil moisture in the three months before harvesting [62] (Figures 5, 6, A1 and A2). This concentration of impacts during spring is consistent with studies at regional and continental scales [63].

**Figure 5.** Daily correlations (line plots indicating the R coefficient values) and periods of significance (colored line segments) of the most relevant climatic variables with the annual yield of barley during the growing season in each province of CYL (see symbols). Vertical lines indicate phenological stages (Zi) of the Zadoks scale for barley in CYL. Periods of significant correlation of ERA5-Land soil moisture with annual barley yield (Figure 4(a1)) are shown in green and nonsignificant periods are in light gray for reference. Months are indicated on the primary x-axis and Zadok’s stages over the vertical lines from the secondary x-axis.
Correlations between climatic variables and yield are analyzed in comparison to those of soil moisture. Since both LISFLOOD and ERA5-Land soil moisture data show very similar results, only ERA5-Land results are shown (lines in green in Figures 5, 6, A1 and A2). The correlation values of the significant periods are generally over 0.4 and barely peak over 0.6. Consequently, they are comparatively lower than the R values of soil moisture, whose values easily surpass values of 0.6, peaking at 0.8. The most influential climatic variables on yield, from higher to lower correlation magnitudes, were RH and its derivative, VPD, followed by DTR and Tmax. Then comes PTQ, which integrates radiation and temperature data, such as the definition of GDD that depends on Tmax over Tmin. Finally, Tmin remains the least impacting climatic variable on cereal yields.

Most climatic variables show distinct signs of the correlation coefficient. Some even show a counterintuitive relationship between the climatic variable and yield, such as the negative relationship of RAD or GDD with yield. Those such as Tmin, showing alternating signs, may indicate that different crop development processes become affected at various
times during the growing season. The variables with positive (direct relation) significance on yield are mainly RR and RH. The variables with prevailingly negative relationships (inverse relationships) with cereal yields include temperature and radiation variables, along with VPD. Magnitude, duration, timing, and the sign of the correlation of the climatic variables with barley yields resemble those of wheat to a great extent. Since barley is the dominant rainfed cereal crop in both CYL and CLM [37], barley results are shown in Figures 5 and 6, while the wheat results are displayed in Figures A1 and A2 in Appendix A.

Tmin and Tmax (Figures 5 and 6) show a prevailing period of negative correlations with yield in spring with moderate R values between 0.35 and 0.6. The influence of Tmax on yield surpasses that of Tmin during early spring, March to early May, while Tmin remains more significant than Tmax in yield during late spring, late May to June. Tmax differs from Tmin in having a double peak of negative correlations instead of a single peak within springtime (Figures 5 and 6). The peak of Tmax in March seems to agree with the sensitivity of the start of strong vegetative growth [64], which corresponds well to a report from France in April for the same phenophase [13]. This Tmax peak, together with the peak in May, is consistent with the reported impact of high temperatures, both at pre- and post-anthesis periods [65]. The relatively high impact of Tmax compared to other variables agrees with multiple studies showing that increased Tmax promotes severe reductions in yield due to the shortening of phenological stages caused by leaf senescence, inhibition of kernel formation, and alteration of nutrition [66–68], particularly during heat waves [69]. Despite the increase in grain-filling rates due to Tmax [70], yield reductions can be expected [67]. Therefore, the impact of this variable, which is overly considered unfavorable during the early and late stages of rainfed cereals [71], is consistent with the results. The concurrence of anomalous Tmax with soil moisture deficits was also reported to be particularly harmful to Spanish yields [72].

Regarding other values of much lower correlation, a slight positive correlation occurs during late December and January in some provinces, and is more apparent in wheat (Figures A1 and A2). Negative correlations were expected to arise during the wintertime, given the importance of vernalization [73]. However, our results do not show negative, but positive correlations, especially in the last part of the vernalization period (February-March), in line with reports showing the adaptability of Spanish cereal races to mild conditions [74]. Instead, these results may indicate some benefits of mild Tmin temperatures during late winter. An explanation for this may arise from nighttime temperatures when Tmin occurs. A positive effect of mild winter nighttime temperatures on postanthesis stages (i.e., grain-filling stage) by an increase in the nutrient source capacity of plants during winter that materializes during grain filling has been also indicated [75]. Outcomes from a few provinces may support this phenomenon, albeit more analysis would be welcomed.

Similarly, the most delayed significant period of correlation among the studied climatic variables is the late peak of negative correlations of Tmin from Z7 to harvest, which is also the period of the most significant impact of Tmin. This period of Tmin is less significant in CLM than in CYL. The sign of this correlation implies that the lower the Tmin in this stage, the better the cereal yields. This pattern of negative correlation might simply be realizing the information provided by the Tmax, that heat penalizes yields in the late stages of crops. However, as discussed above, nighttime temperatures may also influence yields. The negative impact of high nighttime temperatures on yields has been more widely explored in cereals other than wheat. However, there is evidence that cool nights, suitable for restoring the water and nutrient balance of plants, seem particularly helpful in the last stages of wheat when delayed senescence is preferable [76]. Consequently, the observations of this study may match the reported benefit of cool nights in the late stages of the crops before harvest.

Variables derived from Tmax and Tmin, such as GDD, tend to inherit the bimodal pattern of correlation of early and late springtime of Tmax, while DTR maintains the unimodal pattern of Tmin, especially during late April and early May, when Tmax and Tmin differ notably (Figures 5, 6, A1 and A2). The influence of GDD on yields in winter is
positive, indicating a direct relationship with yields, and indicating that the anticipation of the early growth (establishment) of crops is beneficial to yields. Several studies have been described to mediate the increase in yields due to early vigor [77], such as root development and early flowering. The positive correlation between Z1 and Z3 may indicate the benefits of enhanced rooting and tillering. The negative correlation at Z3, indicating an early start of the quick crop-development stages, suggests the contrary.

Similarly, the second peak of negative correlations during May expands on the idea that shortening key stages due to the early accumulation of GDD, such as stem elongation and grain filling, is overly damaging to yield [67]. Regardless, the bimodal pattern of negative correlation in March and May denotes that there are limits to the pace of crop development during these months. Such narrow margins for the transition from vegetative to reproductive phenophases correspond well to the ranges in GDD published for wheat and barley [78]. Overall, GDD seems to inherit the alternating sign of Tmin, thus suggesting that crops appreciate rapid development in the establishing stage and slow development in the growth and reproductive stages.

Spring displays the primary cluster of negative correlations of DTR with yield, indicating that high thermal amplitude reduces yields. Our results, showing an important period of impact of DTR on yields during spring, are consistent with studies describing the damaging effect of high DTR throughout the year, especially during the critical phenological stages of autumn and spring [71]. A possible cause of this impact could be the alteration of protein production due to DTR, which causes a decline in grain filling and premature leaf senescence [79]. The present study results are not in line with the intriguing neutral effect of DTR on wheat yields reported in France by [30], but support the relevant role of DTR in postanthesis crop development [31]. DTR also shows more significant patterns in autumn and winter around the sowing and emergence stages, respectively, compared to Tmax. Increases in DTR have been reported to reduce wheat yields during the establishment of crops [14].

RAD shows a distinct unimodal period of significant negative correlation with yields during April and May, similar to that of DTR in the duration and time of peak but with smaller R values. The inverse relationship determined by the negative correlation challenges the assumption that radiation is always beneficial for crops, but this was already described in southern Europe [13,14]. The results may agree with studies reporting that high radiation worsens yields. There is increasing evidence that the UV-B spectrum of light [80], as well as photoinhibition, damages wheat and barley crops during the critical phenophases, especially during underwater stress [81]. RAD prevalently peaks in late April (CYL) or March (CLM), which agrees with the particularly relevant impact of radiation around anthesis [33,82]. Conversely, PTQ results convey a troublesome interpretation. PTQ has been widely reported to directly influence the grain number of major cereal species during the period of heading, anthesis, and the start of grain filling [17]. However, since the definition of PTQ assumed in this study depends on RAD, Tmax and Tmin and all three variables show negative correlations during March and May, and PTQ hardly displays positive correlations. In this line, the relationship between PTQ and yield is proportional when all other resources are optimally available [83], which is not the case for soil moisture and other water-related variables in our results. In view of the results, it may be interpreted that PTQ is particularly sensitive to interactions with temperature/radiation and water-related variables.

The climatic variables related to the water balance, such as RH, VPD, and RR, generally show high correlations during the growing season, particularly during the springtime peak. The R values of RH and VPD (Figures 5, 6, A1 and A2) reach values between 0.5 and 0.8 from late March to late June, the main critical period impacting yield. The magnitude of the correlation of these variables with yields is lower but of a comparable temporal pattern to that of SM. However, while RH and RR show a positive sign of correlation similar to SM, VPD has a negative sign. Precipitation reportedly dominates the climatic influences on yields, especially during the critical springtime period [13,66]. Both physiological and
climatic studies have highlighted the relevance of precipitation as a major driver explaining crop yield, but the use of drought indices, mainly focused on precipitation [7], may have initially neglected the role of other water-related variables. Setting aside that soil moisture can be the critical factor in this respect, as shown in the previous section, variables informing about water status in the atmosphere deserve attention. Evapotranspiration has become a basic part of many studies evaluating its impact on crop yield, usually integrated into drought indices [58].

Nonetheless, since yield (i.e., accumulated biomass) is related to the transpiration coefficient, which depends on RH and temperature or VPD [84], both variables represent a process-based, easy-to-obtain, and less uncertain alternative to evapotranspiration. The high correlation values of RH and VPD in this study show the potential of these two variables as indicators of yield during the critical springtime period, as both climatic and physiological studies have shown before [84,85]. Moreover, they agree with studies reporting the relationship of transpiration anomalies to yield during the final stages of the crop cycle [86].

Analyzing the temporal patterns of the correlations comparing the results of RR, RH, and SM, a lag between water variables is noticeable (Figures 5 and 6). RR correlations with yield peak the earliest, and they last for the shortest time in spring regardless of the region, consistent with results from other Mediterranean areas [11,13]. The delay sequence of the correlations of RR, RH, and VPD with yield compared to soil moisture is consistent with studies indicating that the consumption of available water in upper soil layers anticipates stress in the following phenological stages [39]. After all, SM remains delayed among all water-related variables following its water-storing nature. Secondary periods of correlation in autumn and winter are less apparent in the cases of RH, RR, and, especially, VPD than in the case of SM.

In most cases, R values are below 0.4. RR correlations in autumn show positive effects of rainfall anomalies on yield in the initial crop-establishment period, which is relevant considering the increasingly negative soil moisture trend observed at the start of the crop cycle [52]. Winter correlations appear in the case of RH but not in the case of RR, contrary to the case in France, which is wetter than Spain, where winter rainfall can negatively affect crops due to waterlogging [13].

Regarding the geographic differences, the correlation results for all variables tend to be delayed in CYL compared to CLM in the order of two to six weeks (Figures 5 and A1 vs. Figures 6 and A2). The timing differences between regions are remarkable when considering the peak of correlations. The peak of correlations of climatic variables in CLM tends to be toward the beginning of the significant period of correlations. In contrast, the peak of CYL appears mainly around the midpoint of the period. In the view that soil moisture peaks between regions do not differ noticeably, the offset between the peak of influence of climatic variables and soil moisture in CLM is much greater than in CYL. The offset of more than a month in CLM compared to a few weeks in CYL may be a source of great stress for crops in this region, which is consistent with the low absolute cereal yields in CLM compared to those in CYL.

While attributing changes in yield demands further evaluation of the interactions between factors [31], the information provided by the individual analysis of the factors is worth special attention. The individual analysis is of great value because the temporal impact of soil moisture and climatic factors has rarely been assessed from a crop-monitoring focus. The synchrony between the factors is essential to identifying their impact on the temporal development of crops, especially in the late stages [87]. The easiest way to summarize the correlations of the variables described above is by obtaining plots, such as Figure 7, displaying the timing of the significant impact of each climatic variable and soil moisture on yield during the growing season.
The plot describes the percentage of the area of each region where significant correlations of each variable occur on the same day. This metric can also work as an indicator of the spatial heterogeneity of the influence of climatic variables on yield. At first glance, a remarkable prevalence of the significance of the impact of climatic variables in spring can be identified during the period from early March to early June in CLM and from March to July in CYL, when the plants experience the stages of solid growth and reproduction [62,63]. Most secondary periods of correlation, which Figures 5 and 6 describe by low R values, show periods of lesser areal influence in Figure 7. Most of these secondary periods of correlation affect less than 100% of the area of the region, and many of them barely reach half of the CLM or CYL area. This comparison of areal influence unveils the relatively low relevance of the secondary periods compared to the critical springtime period, spanning mainly the vegetative and reproductive stages of the crops from Z3 to H.
Within the critical period, water-related variables such as HR, VPD, and especially SM, but not RR, span most of the time. The soil moisture significance generally extends for longer into summer than any other climatic variable, and more so in the northernmost region than the southernmost region. The extended duration agrees with the long-reported strong and slowly decreasing dependence of cereals on water availability during the last stages of the growing season [19,88]. RR does not follow this pattern, since rainfall is not directly a variable of interaction with plants, whose water uptake depends on soil water content and atmospheric evaporative demand. Overall, water-related correlations tend to affect each region entirely (reaching 100% of the area experiencing significant correlations on the same day) during the critical period from March to June.

In contrast, temperature and radiation-related variables determine earlier, more fragmented, and shorter periods of influence on yield than RH, VPD, or SM, still of great relevance due to the important sensitivity around the heading period for grain parameters [89]. All other temperature- and radiation-related variables do not show their influence over that region. The differing synchrony between the solid, long-lasting period of influence of water-related variables compared to the short, early periods of energy-related variables implies that the climatic sensitivity of cereals in water-limited areas is ruled by water stress throughout essential phenophases, albeit very vulnerable to energy for short periods. This shifting sensitivity throughout the growing season is consistent with the particularities of water-limited environments, where climatic anomalies frequently determine a fragile equilibrium of the interplay between water and energy factors [90].

Regarding spatial differences, the timing of the influence of climatic variables on yield described above is very similar between the CYL and CLM regions. The higher latitude and altitude of CYL compared to CLM (Figure 1) explain the delay of CYL significant periods compared to CLM periods. The more prolonged 100% areal impact of water-related variables in CLM than in CYL seems reasonable, given the latitudinal and altitudinal differences between the regions. Thus, given the general agreement in the temporal correlation patterns of climatic variables with yields between these two rainfed agricultural regions, geographic differences seem less critical than soil moisture, climate, and phenology in terms of the drivers and controls of crop yield.

Among all studied variables, soil moisture correlations show a higher magnitude than climatic correlations, suggesting that soil moisture is the primary driver of wheat and barley yields. Long ago, studies at the physiological level [91] pointed to soil moisture as the best estimator of crop yields, followed by minimum and maximum temperatures. In less arid areas, rainfall may also outcompete soil moisture as the best indicator [20], but the results of the present study support work reporting the dominant impact of water variability over temperature in water-limited areas, in contrast to the rest of temperate western Europe [32].

4. Conclusions

The analysis of correlations of soil moisture and climatic variables with yield during the phenological cycle of wheat and barley in water-limited environments provides insights into the relative impact of the relevant variables of influence, and the timing and signs of the critical periods of correlation.

Soil moisture is the dominant driver of the variability of rainfed wheat and barley yields, both in magnitude and duration. Significant correlations of soil moisture with annual yield extend from March to June, with a slight timing difference for wheat and barley. Soil moisture persistently has more impact than any other variable during the main phases of growth and reproduction in the cycle of crops, specifically, the phenological stages of crop establishment, stem elongation and booting, heading, grain filling and even maturation. Only water-related variables such as air relative humidity, vapor pressure deficit, and to a lesser extent, accumulated rainfall, reach comparable correlations, and mostly for shorter periods.
Synchrony between soil moisture and climatic factors determines a critical period of impact on yield during the quick succession of phenological stages of springtime. Spring also determines a notable concurrence of the impact of soil moisture and climatic variables on yields, prevalingly of water-related variables over energy-related ones. Water-related variables show a unimodal correlation pattern during spring compared to the several periods of correlation shown by temperatures or radiation, likely related to specific demands of crop physiology.

The share of soil moisture and climatic factors impacting yield at each phenological stage determines two main regimes of sensitivity of yield to environmental factors. The prevailing regime is dominated by limiting factors: soil moisture, RR, RH, and Tmin in crop establishment stages. The second case is dominated by factors causing overexposure, such as Tmax and Tmin, GDD shortening the phenology, DTR, RAD and PTQ, and VPD in spring. The balance between these two types of factors determines the risk of yield decline due to limiting or overexposing conditions.

Characterization of the impact of environmental variables on cereal yields demands special attention to soil moisture as the dominant environmental factor throughout the crop cycle. The temporal description is crucial since the evolving sensitivity of crops to limiting or overexposing conditions in each phenological stage determines specific critical periods of impact. The temporal information is relevant not only for the understanding of the processes but also for applications such as crop monitoring and forecasting, since the fluctuations in yield of major rainfed crops have increasingly important economic and social consequences.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Daily correlations (line plots indicating the R coefficient values) and periods of significance (colored segments of the lines) of the most relevant climatic variables with annual yields of wheat during the growing season in each province of CYL (see symbols). Vertical lines indicate phenological stages (Zi) of the Zadoks scale for wheat in CYL. Periods of significant correlation of ERA5-Land soil moisture with annual wheat yields (Figure 4(a2)) are shown in green and nonsignificant periods are in light gray for reference. Months are indicated on the primary x-axis and Zadok’s stages over the vertical lines from the secondary x-axis.

Figure A2. Daily correlations (line plots indicating the R coefficient values) and periods of significance (colored segments of the lines) of the most relevant climatic variables with annual yields of wheat during the growing season in each province of CLM (see symbols). Vertical lines indicate phenological stages (Zi) of the Zadoks scale for wheat in CLM. Periods of significant correlation of ERA5-Land soil moisture with annual wheat yields (Figure 4(a4)) are shown in green and nonsignificant periods are in light gray for reference. Months are indicated on the primary x-axis and Zadok’s stages over the vertical lines from the secondary x-axis.
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